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AbstracL The reversible singular anomaly which shows up in liquid sulphur at 159 °C and is

also present in sulphur solutions has been clearly detected for the first time by small angle neutron

scattering in solutions of sulphur with deuterated naphtalene and of sulphur with deuterated

biphenyl. The observed sudden rise of the small q limit of the scattering intensity is interpreted as

the signature of an equilibrium polymerization transition with formation of long sulphur chains.

Experimental measurements are in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions based on

the mean field approximation of a lattice model.

1. Introduction.

Sulphur presents a large polymorphism in both solid liquid and vapor phases [Il. Liquid
sulphur is certainly with helium one of the most complex monoatomic liquids. It has received

scientific attention for almost two centuries and is still not well understood. Solid sulphur
melts around 120 °C at atmospheric pressure to give a pale yellow rather fluid liquid (with a

viscosity about ten times the viscosity of water). Around T/
=

159 °C it presents a sudden

reversible change. Its viscosity changes by four orders of magnitude in a small temperature
interval [2] and its color goes from yellow to a luminous orange red to a deep dark red and

finally to brown. It also presents a rather sharp shape specific heat peak and all its physical
properties (density, sound velocity, conductivity...) are anomalous around T~ [Il. The

« new »
liquid above Tf can be quenched to give a plastic sulphur with rubber like properties.

After a long gestation period beginning with the work of Berthelot in 1857 [3] and leading

to a two fluid picture (SA and S~) the
«

equilibrium polymerization model
»

emerged around

1960 [4] : liquid sulphur below T/
=

159 °C consists mainly of crown shape S~ rings (Fig. I).

At T/ some rings break to build a few very long chains and the liquid above

T~ is a mixture of S~ rings (SA) and of long chains of all sizes in dynamic equilibrium
(S~). The polymerization transition at T/ is driven by entropic forces and recently the

«
equilibrium polymerization model» has been refined to take into account the chain

configurational fluctuations [5]. The polymerization transition can then be described by the
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Fig.1. -Stricture of the molecular species present in the different solutions : sulphur S~ rings,
naphtalene d CjoD8, biphenyl d Cj2Dw We have indicated the molecular weight and the molecular

volume at 120 °C.

n -
0 limit of the O (n ) model [5, 6] and is analogous to a second order phase transition with

critical effects. The actual view is that the transition at T/ is a second order polymerization
transition slightly rounded by the presence of an effective very small

«
field

»
coupled to the

«order parameter». Close to the transition critical fluctuations are associated with the

conforrnational fluctuations of the very long chains and scaling properties of polymers are

recovered [7].

Recently the transition was examined at the scale of a few Angstroms from large angle

neutron scattering study [8]. The opening of the S~ rings to build chains is reflected by a

change in the pair correlation function g(r) in the range 4 h
< r <

5 h. At a larger scale the

long chains should be
« seen »

through small angle neutron scattering. Unfortunately, the

only contrast comes from the difference in specific volume for sulphur in chains and sulphur in

S~ rings. This difference is much too small as deduced from the study of sulphur density [9].

On the other hand, by considering sulphur solutions we can get a good contrast with respect to

the solvent. These solutions can be prepared with a large variety of solvents and have been

studied experimentally [10, III and theoretically [12, 13]. The polymerization transition still
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exists in solutions and can be detected from viscosity measurements [10]. Moreover the

polymerization transition may induce a phase separation at a lower critical solution point
(LCSP) which is closely related to a tricritical point [13]. We shall present here small angle

neutron scattering results from solutions with several concentrations of sulphur with

deuterated naphtalene and of sulphur with deuterated biphenyl where in the second case a

LCSP is present II ]. The growing of sulphur chains cannot be seen directly. Through neutron

scattering, we have access to the concentration correlation function S(q) and we can thus see

only the sulphur atoms with respect to the solvent molecules without distinguishing between

atoms in S~ rings and atoms in chains. However the polymerization will induce strong long

range concentration fluctuations which we have observed at the transition. The scattering
intensity I (q) which is flat below T~ is becoming peaked at small q above T/. The limit

I (q
-

0) which represents the concentration susceptibility increases rapidly in the vicinity of

T/. A similar behavior has been observed in He~-He4 solutions [14, 15]. The article is

structured as follows: in section 2, we describe the experimental methods (sample pre-
paration, data acquisition and treatment) in section 3, the results for the scattered intensity
I(q) are discussed. In section 4 theoretical predictions are developed for the correlation

function S(q) from a lattice model of sulphur solutions [13] and compared with the

experiments. Finally a summary is presented in section 5.

2. Experimental methods.

2.I SAMPLE PREPARATION. Mixtures of sulphur and naphtalene d (biphenyl d) (Fig. I)

both in the solid state at room temperature are prepared with X~ being the molar fraction of

sulphur. An inox (Z2CN-18-10) cell (Fig. 2), 30 mm long and 29 mm in diameter is filled with

the mixture on a heating plate so that the solution is liquid with a maximum volume of 2 cm3.

The cell is then cooled and closed with a quartz window and a teflon seal (Fig. 2). All these

operations are made in a dry box under nitrogen atmosphere. Sulphur powder has been

purchased from Aldrich (99.999), naphtalene d from CEA-Saclay and biphenyl d from

Aldrich. The cell is then placed in the middle of an inox (23 CN17-12) cylindrical oven

148 mm in length and 30 mm in diameter (with a heating length of 138 mm). The oven is

placed inside a box with quartz windows and filled with low pressure helium. Type K

(chromel alumel) thermocouples are used for regulation and temperature measurements.

~-L=30~

i~

~io4~io4-io~

CELL

Fig. 2. Transverse view of the cylindrical cell.
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2.2 DATA ACQUISITION AND TREATMENT. The oven is placed at the
«

sample position
»

on the small angle spectrometer PACE in LLB at Saclay at a distance D
=

323 cm of a

multidetector made of 30 concentric rings of radius ri
=

(3 + I) cm, I
=

0, 29. The incident

neutron beam has a selected wavelength A
=

6.57 h and is collimated through boron nitride

diaphragms 10 mm in diameter placed at both faces of the cell. The scattered intensity
I (q) is directly recorded on each of the 30 rings of the multidetector so that the momentum

q takes the 30 discrete values q, =

~fl sin "j~~
~

with I varying from 0 to 29 and

thus ranges from 8.88 x10~~h~~
to

9.44x10~~h~~ I~(q), I~(q), ID(q) correspond

respectively to the scattering intensity, for the empty cell, for the cell filled with the sample
and for the cell filled with D~O for taking into account the detectors efficiency. The

corresponding transmission coefficients T~, T~, TD have been measured. By comparison with

scattering by a I mm thick H~O cell the scattering intensity for D~O (with I cm thick sample)
is measured to be 0.04 cm-I The measured scattering intensity of the sample evaluated in

cm-~ is given by

Is(q) I~(q)

I (q
=

0.04 cm- ~

Ts T~

~~ ~~~ Ie(q)
(2, I)

TD T~

I(q) has been obtained as a function of temperature in the range 160 °C <T< 260 °C for

pure sulphur, pure naphtalene d, for mixtures of sulphur and naphtalene d (X~= 0.9,

0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.55) and for mixtures of sulphur and biphenyl d (X~
=

0.82 and X~
=

0.75).

3. Results and discussion.

3.I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. In figure 3, 1(q) in cm-I is represented as a function of

q in h~ for sulphur + naphtalene d with X~
=

0.6 and four different temperatures between

220°C and 250°C. In figure 4 similar results are shown for sulphur and biphenyl d

with X~
=

0.82 and four different temperatures between 180 °C and 235 °C. I(q) has also

been measured on Dll at ILL Grenoble for sulphur-naphtalene d solutions for q values

1(~
cm-i

+- =
250

- =
240

- T
=

230

-x- =
220

o

~

ig.

. I(q) in

different
T = 220

°C,
230

°C, 240
°C

and 250 °C
(the

systematic of the
data

points at q
=

0.044 A- ' is due to a failure of the detector ring ~13).
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between 0.6 x10~~h~~ and 2.4 x10~~h~~. There is still a curvature in I(q) at small

q so that it is difficult to extrapolate towards q -
0, because even a Zimm representation

1~
=

f(q~) is not linear. This non linearity is mainly due to the fact that I (q) represents the

concentration fluctuations for both sulphur in chains and sulphur in S~ rings. We thus decided

to show in figures 5 and 6 a plot off (q~) with q~
=

0.9 x10~~l~~ (that we still call

1(0)), as function of temperature respectively for sulphur and naphtalene d (X~
=

0.7 and

2

6

1,i

I
1.2

u

I io

0.8

0.6

o,i @

f

1(0 180 220 260

I °C

Fig. 5. Scattering intensity at q =

0.888 x 10~ ~ A'~ (called1(0)) in cm-~
as function of temperature

for sulphur+naphtalened. Data points on line I correspond to X~=0.7 and on line2 to

X~
=

0.6. The drawn lines are only guides to the eye.
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Fig. 6. Scattering intensity at q =

0.888 x 10~ ~ A~ (called1(0)) in cm-I
as function of temperature

for sulphur + biphenyl d. Line I corresponds to X~
=

0.82 and on line 2 to X~
=

0.75. The drawn lines

are only guides to the eye.

0.6) and for sulphur and biphenyl d (X~
=

0.82 and 0.75). Below a transition temperature

T~(X~) which depends mainly on the concentration X~, the spectrum I (q) is almost flat as

expected for a binary mixture away from the phase separation. When T approaches

T~(X~) the spectrum gets peaked at small q and1(0) defined above and representing the

concentration susceptibility is increasing rapidly as shown in figures 5 and 6 with a levelling off

at higher temperature : 1(0) presents a rounded step like shape reminiscent of the behavior of

the concentration susceptibility in He~-He4 solution close to the superfluid transition [14].

The slow decrease off (0) before the rapid rise at T~ is due to the presence of an ordinary

upper critical point at lower temperature. The height of the step of1(0) around

T~(X~) depends much on X~. It increases when X~ gets smaller and vanishes to zero when

X~ goes to one (pure sulphur).

3.2 CONTRAST AND RELATION BETWEEN I(q) AND S(q).- The scattered intensity
I(q) is the sum of four main contributions

I(q)
=

lo +Ii +12 +13 (3.I)

Io(q) is the coherent scattering proportional to the concentration correlation function

S(q). Following Bhatia and Thomton [16]

Vi V~ 2

lo
=

AS (q)
=

(b~- bi S(q) (3.2)
V V V
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where bi and b~ are respectively the coherent scattering length of the molecule S~ and of the

solvent molecule and V
i,

V
~

their respective partial volumes. V is the mean molecular volume

(V =X~ Vi + (I -X~) V~). The contrast A is mainly due to the difference b~-bi and

depends slightly on X~ as shown in table I. The second contribution is the incoherent

scattering which is q independent. Natural sulphur has no incoherent scattering, so that

Ii is only due to the solvent

~r~
Ii

=

(I X~) (3.3)

Table I. Various contributions and contrast as function of concentration X~ (calculated).

A. Sulphur + naphtalene d.

X~ A (cm-I) Ii (cm~ ~) I~ (cm~~)

0.41 0 x
10-4

0.9 0.42 0.5 x
10-3 4 x

10-4

0.8 0.425 1.0 x
10-3 7 x

10-4

0.7 0.435 1.6 x10-3 II x
10-4

0.6 0.443 2.2 x
10-3 16 x

10-4

0.55 0.447 2.5 x
10-3 20 x

10-4

0 0.5 5.7 x
10-3 83 x

10-4

B. Sulphur + biphenyl d.

X~ A (cm-I) Ii (cm~~) I~ (cm~~)

0.57 0 1.6 x
10-4

0.9 0.51 0.6 x
10-3 4 x

10-4

0.82 0.48 1.I x
10-3 7 x10-4

0.8 0.47 1.3 x
10-3 8 x

10-4

0.75 0.45 1.5 x
10-3 9.5 x

10-4

0.7 0.43 1.8 x
10-3 12 x

10-4

0.5 0.36 2.9 x
10-3 23 x

10-4

0 0.24 5 x
10-3 63 x

10-4

The value of p~ used is taken equal to X~p~j+(I-Xs) fin with pTi(sulphur)=
3.2 x 10~ ~° N- m~

; pn(Napht. or Biphenyl )
=

4.6 x 10~ ~° N~ m~.

where ~r~ is the incoherent scattering cross section of the solvent molecule. The third

contribution I~ is the coherent scattering due to density fluctuations which for small

q is proportional to the compressibility fl~

(X~ bi + (I X~) b~)~
I~

= ~
kTfl

~
(3.4)

V

I~ depends slightly on X~ and on temperature. Estimates of Ii and I~ shown in table I are small

of the order of 10-3 cm-~ for solutions with sulphur concentrations around X~
=

0.7.
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The last contribution I~ is due to inelastic corrections and to multiple scattering which is

non negligible for samples 10 mm thick with transmission coefficients of 0.6. This correction is

mainly linked to I~ +I~ and not to lo which is decaying rapidly at large angle. Thus

I~ can be estimated from a study of the pure solvent (X~
=

0). For pure naphtalene d we got a

q independent scattering intensity of 0.037 cm-~ at 120 °C and 0.050 cm-~ at 200 °C. This

gives, from equation (3. I) and calculated values off and I~ given in table I, an estimate for

1~~0.02cm~~ (we got the same estimate by measuring the scattering intensity of

D~O in the same cell). We finally relate S(q) to the measured I(q) through the relation

S(q)
=

[I(q) -Ii -12-I31 (3.5)

where Ii and I~ are given in table I and I~ 0.02(1 X~) cm~ The volume V used in the

various estimates is certainly underestimate and should be determined from density

measurements. For X~
=

0.7 the contribution Ii + I~ + I~
=

0.01 cm~ which is rather small.

For pure sulphur the only non zero contribution is I~ estimated to be 1.6 x10~~ cm-

Experimentally we got a q independent temperature independent contribution of less than

2 x10~~ cm~~

We shall next discuss theoretical predictions about the correlation function S(q).

4. Theory.

4,I DETERMINATION oF S(q
-

0)
=

S(0). -Some years ago, the limit n -
0 of a dilute n

vector model of magnetism in a small extemal field was introduced to describe equilibrium
polymerization in a solvent with applications to sulphur solutions [13]. In the mean field

approximation, this corresponds to the Flory theory of polymer solutions [17]. We have

extended the theory to the study of the concentration correlation function S(q) [18]. We first

consider the limit q -
0 where S(q) tends to the concentration susceptibility S(0)

=

~~~

al

From equation (5.15) and (5,19) of Wheeler and Pfeuty [13] and using the same notations, we

get

S(0)~
=

~
=

~g
~

l
~

h [qim
+ hi

al I X~ m ~
(4,1)

~ ~ ~~~~ ~
2

~~"~ ~ ~
~)

AH T*
where q/

=
exp

$
(1 " (4 2)

Tp T

with AH~= 3,17kcal/mole being the (positive) enthalpy of chain propagation and

T/
=

432 K being the polymerization transition of pure sulphur, so that

q/
=

exp (3.7 (1
~~~

(4.3)
T(K)

4 T~
A is the chemical potential of the solvent and qK

=

is a measure of solvent-sulphur
T

interaction with T~ being the upper critical solution point of the solvent sulphur solution. The

«
magnetic

»
field h is directly related to the enthalpy AHj and entropy ASj needed for the

opening of a sulphur ring S~.

~h~ K
T"i-AHi

~ ~~~
kT

(4.4)
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The
«

magnetic
»

order parameter m is related to h, X~ and qi through the additional equation

(from Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15) of [13])

X~[qim
+ hi

= m [1 +
(qim

+ h
~j (4.5)

For given parameters X~, T, ASI, AHi, Ti, from equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) we get

m that we report in (4.I) to obtain S(0). In the limit of h going to zero S(0) becomes, as a

function of temperature, a step function with a discontinuity at the polymerization transition

T~ which satisfies

qi(T~) X~
=

(4.6)

For T< T~ when h
-

0 m also goes to zero (« disordered
»

phase) so that S(0)~~
=

~ ~~
+ + recovering the mean field behavior for a binary mixture [16]

T I X~ X~

X~(I -X~)
S(0)

=
(4.7)

~ ~~
X~(I X~)

Above T~, m # 0 when h
-

0 (ordered phase). The sulphur is polymerized, S(0) is higher and

given by

4 Ti
~~~~

T
~

l X~

S(0)
=

~~ ~~~
(4.8)

~~~
(l X~)

In reality h is not zero but small so that the discontinuity at T~ is rounded but still quite
4 Tj

steep. From equation (4.8), S(0) diverges when (I X~)
=

I which, if combined with
T

the polymerization transition (h
-

0) given by equation (4.6), leads to the condition for a

tricritical point at T~, X(

/
=

(i jqf(T~)j- I)-I

x~
=

(qJ(T~))-1 (4.9)

A calculation of S(0) as function of temperature is shown in figure 7 with h
=

0.01

(T/T/)
=

0.65 and with four values of X~ and in figure 8 with h
=

0.01 (Tj/T/)
=

1.12 and

with four other values of X~. In figure 8 curve 4 corresponds to a «
tricritical

»
like situation

with S(0) becoming very large.

4.2 DETERMINATION oF S(q).- Following the work of Furman and Blume [19] we have

obtained for the dilute n -
0 lattice model an Omstein-Zemike expression of the concen-

tration correlafiion function S(q)
=

~ ~
~~

where a, b, c vary with temperature, and can be
I + cq

expressed as a function of (qJ, h, m, X~) [18].

In figure 9 is shown the calculated correlation function S(q) with X~
=

0.6, h
=

0.01,

(Ti/T/)
=

0.7 at five different temperatures across the polymerization transition.
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Fig. 7, Theoretical calculation of S(0) in absolute units as a function of temperature for parameters
corresponding to sulphur + naphtalene d. We choose h

=
0.01 and (T~/T~)

=
0.65. The curves 1, 2, 3

and 4 correspond respectively to X~
=

0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6.

s (oi

i

I

160 170 180 190 200 2i0 220 230 240 250
260T°t

Fig. 8. Theoretical calculation of S(0) in absolute units as a function of temperature for parameters
corresponding to sulphur + biphenyl d. We choose h

=
0.01and (Ti/T/)

=

1.12. The curves 1, 2, 3 and

4 correspond respectively to X~
=

0.82, 0.80, 0.78, 0.76.

4.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS. For sulphur + naphtalene there

is a qualitative agreement between experiments (curves I and 2 of Fig. 5) and theoretical

predictions (curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 7). The sulphur-solvent interaction parameter (Ti/T/) is

chosen to be 0.65 (the best agreement is obtained with (Tj/T/)
=

0.7). This parameter is

small so that no phase separation occurs at high temperature. For X~ small (X~
=

0.6,

X~
=

0.55) we were limited by the reactivity of the solvent with the chain ends at high

temperature so that the runs had to be short (10 min). In the case of sulphur + biphenyl there

is also a reasonable qualitative agreement between the experiments (curves I and 2 of Fig. 6)
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Fig. 9. Theoretical calculation of S(q) in absolute units as a function of q in A-~ for parameters
corresponding to sulphur + naphtalene d. We choose X~

=

0.6, h
=

0.01 and (Tj/T/)
=

0.7. The

curves 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 correspond respectively to the temperatures T
=

210 °C, 220 °C, 230 °C, 240 °C

and 250 °C.

and the theoretical predictions (curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 8). In that case the chosen parameter
(Ti/T/) =1.12 is higher than for naphtalene and a phase separation is expected at high

temperature. In curve 2 of figure 6, we approach this phase separation and1(0) diverges
when T goes to T~

=

225 °C like (T~ T)~~ This can be associated with tricritical like

fluctuations. The irreversibility effects seen with naphtalene at high temperature, were not

found with biphenyl which is known to be much less reactive. To do a better comparison with

theory we should relate1(0) to S(q~
=

0.9 x10~~ h~~) using equation (3.5). The theory

presented in 4,I is a mean field theory which neglects critical effects. In fact for a true

transition (h-0) a weak «specific heat» like singularity is expected for S(0) when

T approaches the polymerization transition T~ as predicted on general thermodynamic
principles by Griffiths and Wheeler [20]. For h # 0 the rounding effects may suppress the

weak singularity which has not been observed experimentally here. For He~-He~ solutions

where a true superfluid 2nd order phase transition takes place, such a weak singularity has

also not been observed [14] but could be due there to the very small value of the specific heat

exponent a.

For the scattering function S(q) there is also a qualitative agreement between experiments
(Fig. 3) and theoretical calculation (Fig. 9). The theory presented in 4.2 is Omstein Zemike

like and carJnot describe correctly the large q behavior of the scattering function. For a

conventional semi-dilute polymer solution this large q part should vary as q~~~" with
=~.

In the present system S(q) contains three contributions Sij(q), Si~(q) and
v

3

S~~(q) (where index I is for sulphur in S~ rings and 2 for sulphur in chains) and the quantity
S~~(q) for which conventional polymer scaling analysis could be applied [21] cannot be

extracted from the measured total contribution S(q). In the future, a non classical theory
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should be developed to calculate both S(q) and the separate parts Sii, S~~ and

~I2.

5. Conclusion.

For the first time, the polymerization of sulphur has been observed by SANS on a length scale

of 10 to 100 h in the presence of a solvent for which concentration fluctuations are strongly
induced by the polymerization transition and can be, for a deuterated solvent, clearly
detected by neutron scattering. A simple lattice theory treated in the mean field approxima-

tion can explain the experimental measurements. We should also point the analogy between

the present neutron scattering study of sulphur solutions and a previous light scattering study

of He~-He~ solutions [15]. The present static experiment does not separate sulphur in chains

from sulphur in S~ rings. Hopefully this can be achieved by studying the slow dynamics as

done recently by neutron spin echo techniques [22].
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